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• Name: Daisy Enright  
• Program: Canadian and Indigenous Studies  

double major  
• Year: 2nd 
• Name of your parliamentary host: MP Christine Moore 

Travelling to Ottawa as part of the Women in House initiative 
was an amazing and heartwarming experience for me. I would 
like to thank Tina Park for creating this initiative, and for 
facilitating the trip. Because of her incredible work and vision, 
hundreds of young women are becoming empowered to pursue 
political careers. She is a leading advocate for the rise of the 
Feminine. 
 
As a student majoring in Canadian and Indigenous studies, I hope 
to one day become a Human Rights lawyer, focusing on 
Indigenous issues in Canada specifically. That being said, I also 
hope to become involved politically, so that I am better able to 
make a difference in the lives of this land’s Original Beings.  
After touring the Supreme Court of Canada with the group, I was 
reminded of the lack of “justice” in the Canadian legal system. 
Colten Boushie and Tina Fontaine were failed by the Canadian 
courts. I aspire to ensure that injustices like that never occur in 
Canada again.  
 
On the second day of the trip, I had the incredible opportunity to shadow NDP MP Christine Moore. Christine is a 
young mother, and because of her advocacy work, has paved the way for future women to be able to raise a family 
while maintaining their political careers. I am very grateful to have been able to shadow such an intelligent, strong 
feminist and politician.  
 
At some points throughout the day, Christine was involved in meetings that I unfortunately could not take part in 
for security reasons. However, I was able to spend that time with her wonderful assistant, Nicolas Thibodeau. 
While touring me around Parliament Hill, Nicolas also taught me a lot about the world of politics, and how a young 
woman such as myself can become more involved in my local riding. I am thankful to have been able to meet and 
shadow such a wonderful man, as he demonstrated to me the importance of men supporting women. Nicolas was 
very supportive of my political and wordly beliefs, and encouraged me to follow my passions. 
 
At the end of our final day in Ottawa, the Women in House participants had the opportunity to sit in on a Question 
Period in the House of Commons. I found it very interesting and informative in listening to and witnessing the 
different parties interact with one another. It was no surprise to see the disproportiant ratio of men to women 
politicians, however I was disappointed to witness how many men were heckling and abusing one another when 
speeches were made that they did not agree with.  
 
After the Question Period ended, I had some time to reflect on everything that I had witnessed and learned over the 
past day and a half. The Women in House initiative really taught me how important it is to involve oneself in 
Canadian politics. I am incredibly passionate about so mnay topics and issues, and my experience in Ottawa 
reinforced the belief that we, as a nation, cannot rely on others to make changes. We, as a nation, must come 
together as one, and make the changes we wish to see.  
 
Parliament Hill, you will be seeing me again very soon! 
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• Name: Caitlin Gormley 
• Program: UC One 
• Year: First Year 
• Name of your parliamentary host:  

MP Sheila Malcolmson 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reflections: 
(Think about the highlights of your day, lessons learned, any surprises, quotes from your host, what you found 
most interesting/challenging, etc)  
 
 My day shadowing Sheila Malcolmson MP for Nanaimo-Ladysmith was best described as enlightening. 
There’s an idea of what a day in the life of a politician is like that been perpetrated by popular culture and media 
that simply isn’t realistic to actual lives on Parliament Hill. The ideas put forward place our politicians as 
inaccessible and isolated from the average person. 
 Spending time shadowing MP Malcolmson quickly changed my ideas on preconceived notions. Even 
from the early morning panel the first thing I saw was how MP Malcolmson quickly connected with everyone in 
the room from politicians’ staff members to NGO staff and students to politicians alike. This does not only 
apply to those she is face to face with.  
 It is clear that MP Malcolmson values her connections with her constituents in Nanaimo-Ladysmith. As 
the busy weekday morning commenced I watched MP Malcolmson’s office come alive. I really enjoyed being 
able to see the work that goes into an average day on the hill. It encompasses so many areas of expertise and 
experience. I was surprised at how much went into maintaining social media profiles and constituent out-reach. 
I was gifted with the opportunity to participate in this personally. I was able to help MP Malcolmson create a 
video for Facebook where she discussed her new legislation she was putting forward in committee.  
 Participating in this gave me an interesting insight into the effectiveness of social media in connecting 
with people. MP Malcolmson’s office has clearly identified this and capitalizes on this method of outreach to 
her constituents. It really made me re-evaluate the role social media holds in a professional capacity and caused 
me to re-consider how important social media is in disseminating information and news in the digital age.  
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• Name: Eloise Hirst 
• Program: Canadian Studies 
• Year: 4 
• Name of your parliamentary host:  

Karen McCrimmon (Kanata- Carleton) 
 
I was very excited to receive an invitation to participate in this 
year’s Women in House initiative. The program perfectly 
blends my three areas of study – political science, Canadian 
studies and gender studies. I also felt fortunate that this 
opportunity came the year I am graduating, not a moment too 
late! Throughout my undergraduate studies I’ve been able to 
experience the hustle and bustle of Toronto City Hall through a 
placement course, and have had the experience of volunteering 
on provincial campaigns. This program was, however, my first 
experience with federal politics. 
 
The day we arrived in Ottawa we did a tour of the Supreme 
Court, very grandiose building. Next, we went to a reception 
on Parliament Hill attended by and a number of Members of 
Parliament, Senators, and Staffers. We had the honour of meeting Leader of the Government Bardish Chagger, 
Green Party Leader Elizabeth May, MP Sheila Malcomson, MP Karen Vecchio, the Honourable Carolyn 
Bennett and Senator Marilou McPhedran, amongst others.  It was heartening to be in a room of full 
accomplished women with a common, non-partisan goal.  
 
The next day, many of us attended a breakfast panel on Women Politicians and Social Media. A number of 
members of the Status of Women committee partook in a conversation, as well as several NGOs including 
Equal Voice. The panel was, as expected, a fascinating discussion on the many benefits and perils of social 
media, and what it means to be a woman politician negotiating this sphere.  
 
Afterwards, Abigail and I headed over to the Justice Building for our day shadowing MP Karen McCrimmon. 
We spent the first hour of my shadowing day meeting with her executive, parliamentary and legislative 
assistants; in doing so I gained a deeper appreciation for the various responsibilities their roles entailed. MP 
Next, McCrimmon sat down with us and outlined her ascent into the political sphere. She spent over thirty years 
in the Canadian Forces before she retired and entered the political sphere, and was the first woman to command 
a Canadian Forces flying squadron. Her life story is certainly an impressive one.  
 
The rest of the day was spent sitting in on two meetings regarding transport, as MP Karen McCrimmon is 
Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister of Transport. It was particularly interesting to witness a meeting 
regarding transport in her own riding because it represented the intersection of her two responsibilities as the 
representative of her constituency and as Parliamentary Secretary.  
 
Finally, all of us attended the day’s Question Period. It was particularly inspiring to be acknowledged by the 
MPs in house during the period. I’d like to thank both Tina Park and the Honourable Carolyn Bennett for the 
creation and coordination of this fabulous and important program. I’d also like to the MP Karen McCrimmon 
for hosting myself and Abigail, welcoming us into your office, and showing us your duties as MP. This program 
has given me a much deeper appreciation of the amazing women who serve us Canadians on Parliament Hill.  
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• Name: Julia Barone 
• Program: Political Science and 

Criminology & Socio legal Studies  
• Year: 3rd 
• Name of your parliamentary host:  

Niki Ashton 
 

The University of Toronto Women in 
House program provided me with the invaluable 
opportunity to meet with women whom I aspire to 
be like in the future. 
  
 I was paired with Niki Ashton, the MP 
who represents Churchill—Keewatinook Aski.  
Niki is a new mother. It was meaningful to me 
that she took time out of her day to show me and 
fellow participant Joni, first-hand, what a day is like for a member of parliament.   
 
 My day started at 9 a.m., where I was to meet Niki and watch her give her opinions on the 2018 federal 
budget and the money allocated to Indigenous communities in Canada on Aboriginal Peoples Television 
Network.  Afterwards, I accompanied her to her office where I was able to sit in on a few meetings. Between 
meetings I was able to discuss with her a variety of topics ranging from Indigenous inequality, increased 
childcare, and the representation of women in politics. I was even able to meet her sons as seen in the picture 
above. 
 

 What struck me the most was that Niki had a crib right beside her desk, as she has twin four-
month-old babies who usually are in her office.  Not only does Niki have to contend with her busy work life, 
but also the demanding schedule of infants.  She understands that, while difficult, she is considered privileged 
compared to women who don’t have as strong of a support system.  She is a huge advocate for increased 
options for child care. She argues that the biggest hindrance to women entering politics, and the workforce more 
generally, is the limited access to childcare in Canada. Niki is an example of how childbirth is not a burden to 
her duties as a member of parliament.  
 

The end of my time shadowing Niki was the most exciting for me as I was able to witness Question 
Period from the members gallery.  It was very entertaining watching the lively debate between politicians.  The 
last thing I observed in Ottawa was a committee meeting on Human Trafficking in Canada, where witnesses and 
politicians were debating Bill C-36.  This was very interesting as one of the witnesses was a former trafficker 
himself, who was able to give an impactful opinion on the topic.  
 
 
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 



Name: Meher Singh  

Program: Political Science  

Year: 4  

Name of your parliamentary host: MP Raj Grewal 

When I first saw who I was matched up with for the Women in 
House program I was pleased, excited, but at the same time 
confused. I had the honor of shadowing MP Raj Grewal for the 
program, a Member of Parliament who I was well acquainted 
with having followed him on all social media platforms. At the 
same time, I wondered whether I could truly learn about the barriers to gender equity in Canadian politics from a 
male MP. Fortunately, I learned a great deal from an MP who faced his own challenges being a visible minority 
in politics.  
 
When MP Grewal was first elected, I was inspired knowing that a Sikh person had successfully run for a major 
political party. Growing up I rarely witnessed members of my community in significant political platforms, 
mainly because they lacked the opportunities. Today, there are five turbaned MPs in the Parliament, two of whom 
are Cabinet members. This is not only a win for the Sikh community but every visible minority community who 
deserve a platform through which they advocate for change. This, as Trudeau famously stated when revealing the 
new Cabinet, is what Canada looks like. It is a cabinet, a government, that resembles the people of the nation that 
it serves.  
 
From the get-go, Thursday morning on the Hill was fast-paced and early. We started off with a 9 AM meeting 
with the Finance Committee, attended a tour of the Parliament, and then made our way to lunch. During lunch I 
met with MP Grewal's staff members who were incredibly kind and helpful, encouraging me to get involved in 
my local MP's office and find ways to contribute to the community. Later, we made our way to Question Period- 
the most exciting event of the day. I had always seen Question Period live on television, hence, I was amazed to 
sit in the House of Commons to witness it myself. Question Period was definitely not what I had expected; a 
series of debates and MPs speaking over one another highlights the partisan and divisive nature of politics overall. 
Regardless, the ability to speak and confront MPs on particular issues and opening up the discussion for the public 
to view is what makes for a democratic system.  
 
Throughout the busy day, I was able to speak to MP Grewal one-on-one about pressing political issues and his 
personal involvement in politics. As someone who went on to acquire two degrees, one in business and the other 
in law, I was interested in understanding how he became involved in politics in the first place. For the MP, joining 
politics and running as an MP in his riding was based on his commitment to dedicate his career towards helping 
people. At the end of the day, he is not only an MP to serve the people in his riding but to also use his platform 
to advocate for marginalized communities. Hence, MP Grewal's political career involves helping individuals who 
face threats of deportation, reforming immigration laws, and serving the middle-class Canadian population. On a 
final note, one thing that really stood out to me was the importance of getting involved and taking action. The 
number of visible minorities and female politicians is still remarkably low. If one is given a platform to advocate 
for change, it is one's duty to utilize that platform for the advocacy of others. As MP Grewal said, "when you are 
in a position of power and given so much responsibility, you need to flex your muscles and push for reform and 
change."  
 
I cannot thank Tina Park and Hon. Carolyn Bennett enough for coordinating the Women in House Program. The 
program not only gives students the ability to learn more from MPs but also takes an active step towards promoting 
gender equity. For this, I am incredibly grateful. 
 



2018 Women in House Reflection  
o Name: Sanjna Ullal   
o Program: International Relations/Peace Conflict and Justice and 

Global Health 
o Year: First Year 
o Name of my parliamentary host: Eva Nassif  

Democracy. Demos-kratia. The rule of the people. It’s necessitates voter 
engagement in order to work effectively, and yet we’re seeing quite the 
opposite nowadays, especially in our youth. I wanted to be a part of Women in 
House to re-engage with democracy and political systems; I wanted to see 
what politics was like up close, so that it would feel like something I could 
actually participate in. There was no better person to experience that kind of 
connection with, than Eva Nassif.  
She completely changed my idea of who a politician is. I had a preconceived 
notion of politicians as being perpetually uptight and serious, but over the course of my time with her, I realized 
that’s not entirely true. Sometimes a politician can be a dynamic, caring woman with a contagious laugh and 
bright red shoes. I was amazed to see how dedicated she was to her constituents; she was constantly on her 
phone answering emails, responding to calls, trying to accommodate everyone. Sometimes, even at the cost of 
her family life. When I asked her about that compromise, she responded with “It’s worth it because I’m doing 
what I love. If you’re not passionate, this job might not be for you”. It really helped me understand the kind of 
24/7 role many of our MPs fill, making me appreciate them and their work much. I was also fortunate enough to 
see a lot of the work that goes on behind the scenes because of the time Eva’s legislative assistant James, took 
out to show me around.  
What absolutely amazed me was hearing Eva talk about how she managed to get into politics in the first place, 
and what her journey was like. She talked about how when she ran, she was harassed (even receiving death 
threats at one point) and told to step down. And yet she didn’t. She persevered and established herself within the 
parliament as a vivacious personality who knows why she’s there – for the people of her riding. When asked 
about her favourite constituent story, she told me about her experience greeting Lebanese refugees when they 
came to Canada for the first time. She talked about all the phone calls and arrangements she’d coordinated 
before hand, to help bring families together who hadn’t seen each other in years. In doing so, she reminded me 
what politics is really about. 
Apart from getting to shadow my wonderful host, I loved getting to attend the latter half of the Pearson Panel on 
female politicians and social media, where I heard engaging conversations about the importance of not vacating 
the space when faced with adversity, and how different people handle online criticism. It was also a privilege to 
sit in on a committee meeting that was focused on human trafficking, an issue that I’m very passionate about. It 
was during this portion of the trip where I really got to see where all the meaningful, bi-partisan conversations 
took place.  
All in all I had a really eye opening experience, and none of this would have been possible if it weren’t for the 
tireless efforts of Dr. Tina Park, and Carolyn Bennett, who brought this program to U of T in the first place, as 
well as Eva Nassif and her office, for hosting me during the day. So thank you!  
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● Francesca Griffin 
● Double Major in Equity and Canadian Studies 
● Second Year Undergraduate 
● Hosted by Member of Parliament Pam Damoff 

 
I feel so fortunate to have had the opportunity to 

participate in the Women in House program as part of the 
Winter 2018 cohort along with many other bright female 
students from UofT. This trip has given me a lot of insight 
into the reality of creating positive change, as well as the 
motivation to work for it. There were so many exciting 
and memorable parts of the two day trip on the hill.  
 

The highlight of the first day for me was hearing 
the speeches of many different female political leaders 
during the evening reception, such as the Hon. Carolyn 
Bennett, the Hon. Bardish Chagger, Senator Yonah Marten, MP Sheila Malcolmson, and more. 
Each and every one of them had something unique and important to say. It was very eye-opening 
to hear the politicians that we usually only see on the news, live in person, and each with their 
own passions pursuing what they believe is right and meaningful.  

 
A quote that I would like to share from this evening came from the Hon. Carolyn 

Bennett. When the topic of receiving negativity came up, she said, “If you have never cared 
about any of the opinions a person has ever had in their entire life, why would you care what 
they think of you?,” and it really resonated with me. This is something that can be applied to all 
areas of life.  
 

Day two of the trip began with a panel that addressed Women Politicians and Social 
Media. It was very interesting to hear the different opinions on how social media can affect 
politics. MP Pam Damoff is who I would be shadowing for the day, and she appeared as one of 
the panelists. She shared her experience with facing negativity on social media and she stressed 
the importance of being careful with what we choose to post online, as it will stay there forever.  
 

I shadowed MP Pam Damoff with Kaitlyn, another student participating in the Women in 
House program. The first thing we sat in on was the Public Safety and National Security 



Committee, and it was definitely one of the most exciting parts of the trip. During the meeting, 
MP Pam Damoff brought up certain issues that I personally feel passionate about, including 
mental health and Indigenous women in Canada, which I really appreciated. Another part of the 
meeting that I found enthralling was when the bilingual MP’s would go back and forth between 
communicating in French and English. Being bilingual in French and English myself, when I 
have a conversation it is usually strictly in either French or English, not both, so it was 
interesting to be able to understand the entire dialogue during the meeting. 
 

Our time for discussion with MP Pam Damoff was very limited, as she had an extremely 
busy day, however, I am very appreciative of the time we did have; she was very welcoming and 
enthusiastic, and it felt especially inspiring considering she is my home riding MP. It was very 
evident that she absolutely loves the work that she does. She spoke with a lot of enthusiasm and 
she made it known how excited she is to be a Member of Parliament. Kaitlyn and I also spent a 
lot of time with her staff; they were also extremely welcoming and spoke very highly of MP 
Damoff.  
 

I would like to thank MP Pam Damoff, her staff, and every other MP that took the time 
out of their busy schedules to give us students this fantastic opportunity. I would also like to give 
a big thank you to Dr. Tina Park and the Honourable Carolyn Bennett for founding this 
amazingly unique program that allows young women to directly witness and participate in 
everyday political procedures at the capital of our country. It was truly an unforgettable 
experience; I left Ottawa feeling inspired and ready to take on any challenge I may face in the 
future.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


